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The MYT Black Crew strives to unite aspiring young individuals from all
departments and all backgrounds with a shared ardor for dance. MYTBC is
committed to providing a nurturing space for students to explore, learn, and
excel in various dance styles. Through dedicated training, collaborative
performances, and meaningful connections, we aim to inspire and empower our
members to push their boundaries, cultivate their artistry, and create
unforgettable moments that resonate with audiences, leaving a lasting impact.

Vision: "To ignite a lifelong love for dance, fostering a community where
creativity thrives, boundaries are broken, and self-expression knows no limits.
We envision a world where everyone finds their unique rhythm and dances with
unbridled joy, embracing the transformative power of movement."

Activities:

➔ The club conducts regular sessions for first, second, and third-year
students to deepen their techniques, maintain their physical condition and
build confidence.

➔ The club also encourages students with delightful dance content,
showcasing their talent and passion through engaging posts on social
media.

➔ MYTBC also orchestrated a surprise flash mob for “Happystreetschennai”
in the bustling streets of Chennai.



➔ MYTBC organized the dance events for MITAFEST’23, an inter-college
cultural event. Some of the key events include inter-college choreonite,
solo, duo, and duo dance battles.

➔ The club actively participated in the promotion of automeet by organizing
a flash mob, adding its dynamic presence to the event.

OFFICE BEARERS:

Apart from the team lead and other team members, the club operates without
any hierarchical structure.

Navin T (LEAD) IV Yr, Auto

Malini R R IV Yr, CT

Ranjith S IV Yr, ECE

Ranjith V IV Yr, ECE

Dhanush Tatineni IV Yr, CT

Sneha D IV Yr, RPT

Kaaviya Varshini IV Yr, ECE

Sowmya J IV Yr, CT

Hafna Fathima IV Yr, CT

Divesh Raj G IV Yr, Mech

Sta� advisor : Dr. A.R.S. Jayanth
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